
a letter to the us supreme court

[Providing direction and the purpose of a clear agenda: as is 
consistent with the motion presented, and as yet is muted by the court. 
That agenda is: DON’T GAMBLE WITH OUR LIVES, YOU have no legal or 
constitutional right.  The court in fact is obligated, TO FIGHT

FOR   “WE THE PEOPLE”]. In 

this “extra-ordinary case”    #08-1339 
Osterbur v. USA et al.

Dated June 15, 2009

TO TERRORIST’S  

The elemental truth of possible and potential consequences that do in fact 
establish risk/ gambling, against all life on earth; as is created by science without 
sense/ fundamentally convicts all who use these experiments;  as terrorists against  
this earth, and all its life.  This is not a conviction based upon “a completed act:  
wherein this earth is dead”.  Rather this is a conviction based upon the truth, there 
is no recourse/ no set of actions to be taken, once critical tragedy has occurred.  The 
plain truth is in view: by their own words and actions, the foundation of such 
experiments as is defined by the national ignition facility in the USA, and as is  
defined by CERN, a joint action created in part by the United Nations: DO 
CRITICALLY ALIGN the possibilities and energies of multiple nuclear power 
plants/ used in conjunction with foolhardy and extremely dangerous conceptions:  
to create the potential of damaging or destroying this whole earth, and every life on 
it.  The many other threats, such as genetic mutilation, particularly those whose only  
purpose is to critically destroy genetic disciplines so that man can “play god; and 
make insect men/ or bird men/ or whatever it is that the criminally insane believe  
they will do” : is equally prepared to establish death to nature itself, the end 
of life on earth.  WE CANNOT “fix what they cause to fail”/ THEREFORE IT IS A 
TERRORIST ACT, to literally attempt to crucify ALL life on earth. There are more. 

There is no excuse/ there is no science worthy of these risks or gambles/ there 
are profuse lies regarding the possibilities by all connected.  There is an intent, to  
destroy life/ an action conceived of by creating weapons capable of destroying life on 
earth/ there are people lying about what they do, for the express purpose of “playing 
god, over the lives of all others”/ not just a few. There is NO POSSIBILITY, that we 
can “wait and see” if all life on earth is to be destroyed.  WE MUST USE 
THOUGHT, BASED IN KNOWLEDGE/ AND DESCRIBED BY THE PLAIN 
EVIDENCE:   

We literally CANNOT be wrong!  
Or life on earth is dead.  Consequently, all who gamble and mutilate are 



ordered to stop their insanity/ or be held accountable, to the possibility of coming 
trial.  Wherein YOU will be charged with TERRORISM/ and if found guilty by the 
people of this world: YOU WILL be tortured and killed slowly, and with as much 
grief in view of the world as it is possible to give to you. If you aid and abet a 
terrorist;  are you not fundamentally guilty of the same? Would that not include 
knowingly or directly providing food, energy, transportation or any other type of  
reality that intentionally allows one set of people, to risk all our lives? It ain’t a job, if  
that job intends to create the potential of death to this world.   We are more than “a 
poker chip” to gamble with;  this is our lives, our world, and every future life, till the 
end of time.  We DESERVE OUR SAY, fully educated and fundamentally free to 
choose for ourselves by vote!

Trial is coming within the US SUPREME COURT/ they have no excuse; they 
must desert their duty, and abandon law, to excuse trial #08-1339. {found at the US 
supreme court or on www.justtalking2.info}. And there are penalties for 
anarchy; either the law rules, OR it is anarchy.  This is trial based upon 1st 

amendment redress of grievances; and there is no debate as to grievances or 
constitutionality.  Either we go to trial, or anarchy rules this nation. 
Therefore, because YOU DO THREATEN all life on earth/ I tell you plainly and 
today:   CEASE AND DESIST these actions; until the people of this USA, speaking 
for the world/ or the world itself shall tell you their decision.  If the majority are 
willing to let you gamble and risk their lives.  If they say yes/ then “go ahead”.  But 
if they say no, and you proceed in ANY form: criminal consequences and torture 
shall be yours. You are to shut down these threats to life on earth.  You are to obey 
the law, and not threaten all life on earth.  You will await trial;   because 
HUMANITY has a right to decide/ not you.  Fail to respect us, and you will die; as 
the nation decides.

This warning is given prior to trial/ because the machinery and experiments 
are currently running.  Regardless if “life on earth survives” an experiment that runs 
during this period; IF YOU PROCEED/   YOU WILL be charged as a terrorist.  
Because if we find your work to be “essentially, probable cause” ; with regard to 
risking our lives.  You will die, as a terrorist/ along with any “political, military, or 
judicial figure who assists”:   if the people so decide.  Just because the bomb did not 
go off/ does not make you any less a terrorist! The fact you placed a destructive 
device in our midst, and intentionally gambled with our lives; is enough. Those who 
receive this warning are ordered to inform “all their associates; in the various 
sciences, that are gambling with life”.  If you do not/ their lives are condemned by 
you.

My authority:   is governed by the truth, WE CANNOT BE WRONG as 
humanity on earth/ THEREFORE WE AS A WORLD MUST NOT GAMBLE with 
life on earth.  The law is on my side/ trial, is on your side: prove your lies 
[PROVE, there is no possibility that life on earth will be damaged].  Let the 
people decide.  That is the purpose of this partition, in the trial listed above. 
“Perhaps the people, will continue to be blind, deaf/ mute and dumb”.  THAT is not 
my concern/ neither is my own life a concern:   this is life on earth, by human choice. 
This is democracy in action as we the people.  It is clear and certain: some will be 



like me.  NOT a mob/ NOT outside the law/ NOT a threat (the law threatens you, 
not me): but determined to have our say.

The question: WILL humanity arise, to literally protect itself from potential 
extermination?  Only they know: IF THEY CARE ENOUGH!  My job is not to 
decide that fact/ it is their’s. My job, is to provide an opportunity for the people on 
earth to decide for themselves.  Play time is over, life or death is NOT a fantasy/ it 
is our reality.  Let the evidence prove truth.

The question: can humanity understand, “we are the government, of every 
nation”; cannot be underestimated. The knowledge of law provides the foundation 
for true democracy; because it removes the leader, and presents the law as our 
ruler;  one and all.  The wisdom to create LESS than one hundred “one page laws” 
which will then govern all aspects of society and life in community, and work: IS A 
FUNDAMENTAL search for what is justice, fair play, and the assignment called 
equality.  The necessity of learning:   YOU SHALL inherit your own work, rather 
than come to invade and take mine, is critical to discipline and the honor provided 
by honest work and choices.  We will share/ but you will gain only by your own 
choices: you may NOT simply take mine or theirs.  The critical difference between 
rebellion, and the RIGHT TO CONTROL GOVERNMENT, is a courtroom battle 
wherein the truth decides our direction, by the understanding of choices created 
within our own reality.  NO   FANTASY ALLOWED!  The critical reality of a 
change in government is divided by three separate things: those who hold weapons 
shall be confronted, NOT with violence/ but with the truth “YOU, are one of us”/ 
and those who fail that test, will find themselves a criminal; and if a murderer, then 
due for “just rewards”.  The second is communication: the right of the people to 
understand, be educated in their choices, rights, and obligations; the ability to talk 
and conceive of change, and therefrom assemble the necessary law.  The third is 
food, and basic needs: WE are the people, who do the work/ nothing of society 
survives without that work, therefore these needs are ours/ these resources are a 
right.  Money IS LITERALLY our work, and natures’ resources.  The question 
presented is not taking what we need/ BUT not being refused access to what we 
need, while change is taking place.  The difference is: that the money involved is 
ours/ the numbers that “leaders of men” have provided, are worthless.  Because 
WE THE PEOPLE will create our own, as TRUE  DEMOCRACY becomes the truth 
of this or any other nation.  WE ARE the nation, WE ARE the food and providers of 
every need, WE ARE the soldier, the police, the medicine, everything! 
Therefrom, we literally CANNOT be denied.


